Targeted radionuclide therapy: frontiers in theranostics
ABSTRACT
The concept of targeted radionuclide therapy (TRT) relies on the use of injected nuclear medicine as treating agents, targeted at the cellular or molecular level. The growth of the interest in TRT was stimulated by the advances in radionuclide production and labeling as well as by the improvement in the knowledge of appropriate and specific molecular targets. In recent years, different studies on TRT were focused on the evaluation of radionuclide compounds able to combine imaging of the disease with TRT, in a theranostic approach. This approach is of particular interest towards the personalization of treatments, allowing both the baseline characterization of oncological pathologies and treatment optimization by correct dosimetric calculation as well as therapy monitoring. This paper presents a review of recent literature on TRT, with a particular focus on clinical applications promoting such a theranostic approach, showing the impact of the synergy of diagnostic imaging and therapeutics.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular Imaging (MI) techniques, such as Single Photon Emission computed Tomography and Positron Emission Tomography combined with Computed Tomography (SPECT/CT and PET/CT), have gained a central role for the diagnosis and therapy monitoring of oncological pathologies. The possibility to visualize in vivo, and non-invasively, biological processes at a molecular and cellular level allows oncological pathologies to be detected both at the baseline and during therapy, thus potentially enabling to personalize the diagnostic and therapeutic patient clinical work up. In particular, the increased sensitivity and image resolution of MI systems (e.g. three-dimensional acquisition (1) , resolution recovery strategies in image reconstruction (2)) combined with the higher resolution of CT system, offered by current generation hybrid PET/CT systems, provide a better characterization of oncological lesions.
Even if, in clinical practice, image evaluation is often performed only by qualitative analysis, nuclear medicine techniques in oncology are inherently quantitative techniques measuring uptake of radiotracers in cancer cells. Many advances in processing methods have been applied to PET and SPECT images with the purpose to extract quantitative/semi-quantitative parameters from oncological lesions that can be used as in vivo biomarkers (3) for theranostics purposes. In order to increase the accuracy of quantitation, several strategies have been implemented to compensate In recent years, a growing interest raised in the use of nuclear medicine compounds not only for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of oncological pathologies, but also as treating agents. The concept of targeted radionuclide therapy (TRT), using radionuclides for targeted therapy at the cellular or molecular level, is not new, but the availability of highly specific and selective radiopharmaceuticals together with the improvement in the knowledge of radiobiology promoted a larger diffusion of this therapeutical strategy in oncology. Different research studies were dedicated to this topic at different levels, from studies of basic science dedicated to evaluation of cells radiosensitivity or of chemical affinity of radionuclides and biological carrier, to pre-clinical studies were radiolabeled compound are tested in animal models and to clinical trials were the impact of TRT on patient outcome is evaluated.
Targeted radionuclide therapy: frontiers in theranostics
Recent development in understanding of radionuclide chemistry and physical characteristics of radionuclides, as well as biological insights on appropriate and specific molecular targets allowed in recent years to combine imaging of the disease with radionuclide therapy. The theranostics approach of combining therapy and diagnostics is of particular interest towards the personalization of radionuclide therapy treatments. In this approach, diagnosis and therapy are combined using one single probe or using the same molecular target but with different radionuclides and imaging biomarkers may be used both to personalize the treatment as well as for dosimetric calculations before therapy and for therapy monitoring. This paper presents a review of recent literature on TRT, with a particular focus on clinical applications promoting such an approach showing the impact of the synergy of combining diagnostic imaging and therapeutics. Particular attention will be given to the use of imaging biomarkers for dosimetric calculation, used for the tailoring of therapeutic treatment.
FEATURES OF TARGETED RADIONUCLIDE THERAPY
TRT is a systemic therapy using a radionuclide delivered to tumours through a radiopharmaceutical, which presents a high affinity to neoplastic cells, thus enabling killing tumor cells by the activation of the different pathways leading to DNA damaging. Even if both TRT and external radiotherapy (EBRT) use the same physical mechanism for cells killing (i.e. radiation-induced damage), profound differences exists from these therapeutical options. TRT allows a more continuous dose rate possessing a prolonged effect and high therapeutic index. EBRT alternates sessions with scheduled dose fractioning. Even if dose fractioning promotes mechanism of redistribution in cell cycle and re-oxygenation, inducing a radiosensibilization of tumor cells, the presence of sessions where no irradiation is performed thus allows the promotion of repair mechanisms and tumor cell repopulation. Unlike EBRT, ideally TRT should directly affect only cancer cells if appropriate targeting is performed, thus minimizing the irradiation of normal cells. Furthermore, TRT therapeutic efficiency is amplified following both effects related to physical characteristics of used radionuclides (e.g. cross fire effect) and to biological related reaction (e.g. bystander effect or cold damage mechanism related to targetcells interactions) (7) . In TRT, radiation is directed to its target by a radiopharmaceutical with a specific binding to tumor tissue. This process is a highly dynamic process, both from a biochemical, biological and a physical point of view, causing a complex spatial and temporal distribution of the administered dose. This is a critical point both in terms of dose distribution, normal tissue damage and therapeutical efficacy (8) . Advantages of TRT are related also to the possibility to treat multimetastatic disease in one shot.
A careful selection of the radionuclide, depending also to tumor biological features and characteristics, is required to ensure the efficacy of the TRT (9) . Concerning the radionuclides, alpha and beta emitters as well as Auger electrons emitters are all suitable for TRT, but the choice of irradiation type should be tailored on the basis of tumor size and type. Small tumors or micrometastasis could benefit from the use of particle with a relatively short range. Cells with a known greater radiosensitivity could benefit by the use of emitting particles with high linear energy transfer and high energy. Physical half-life of radionuclides with respect to half-life clearance time of the pharmaceutical carrier should be accounted, considering both the in vivo pharmacokinetics of the radiolabeled compound, needed to localization into the target, and normal tissue irradiation. Important considerations have also to be performed regarding chemical aspects of the bounding with the carrier, in order to ensure the in vivo stability of the radiolabeled compound.
Furthermore, when TRT is accompanied by diagnostic imaging for dosimetry or therapy monitoring, gamma or e + emitters are required. This should be obtained in one single probe (e.g. 131 I) or using two different radionuclides bound to the same pharmaceutical or, alternatively, designing specific therapy-diagnostic radiopharmaceutical pairs (10) . In this view, carrier molecules should be designed to possess high affinity and specificity for the target and, if possible, a binding affinity to a variety of radionuclides. © 1996-2017
The main carriers used for TRT are antibodies and peptides, directed towards antigens selectively expressed by tumor cells, but also liposomes were investigated (9, 11).
As recognized by the joint workshops on TRT promoted by the Society of Nuclear Medicine, TRT was applied with significant clinical impact in thyroid cancer, lymphoma, prostate cancer, and neuroendocrine tumors even if current clinical trials are also addressed towards other malignancies (12-13).
ROLE OF DOSIMETRY IN TRT -COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES AND USE OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
TRT relies on molecularly-driven delivery of radiation, thus requiring specific characterization and optimization. Radiation dosimetry in TRT is potentially useful for assessment and prediction of therapy efficacy and toxicity. Actually, patient-specific calculation of radiation doses delivered to tumors and normal tissues are routine in external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) and there exist great developments implementing both experimental and Monte Carlo based methods for EBRT. On the contrary, dosimetric applications for TRT have been not yet massive worldwide and radiation dosimetry for TRT, i.e. internal dosimetry, has not yet reached the state that dosimetry have in EBRT due to the complexity in quantification of dose distribution. In fact, most clinical studies have shown a relative low correlation between tumor dose and response and this is possibly due to the bystander effect and inaccuracies in dose estimation. Currently, the mechanisms associated with bystander and low-dose-rate effects are still under investigation, and questions remain on their impact in radionuclide therapy. In order to be optimal, patient-specific dosimetry in TRT, as well as in ERBT, requires anatomical images (CT or MR), as well as quantitative and kinetics estimation of radionuclide distribution using a nontherapeutic amount of the radiolabeled drug intended for subsequent therapy. This process is demanding in terms of human and methodological resources but it might be one of the keys for the optimization of TRT efficacy. The lack of knowledge of intrinsic characteristics of radiobiological effects as well as the difficulties in obtaining patientspecific biokinetics and imaging data is one of the major causes for preventing the spread of internal dosimetric methods for TRT, as standard routine in clinics (14) .
Traditionally, planar imaging by means of gamma camera has been used to measure radioactivity inside the patient. Single Photon Emission computed Tomography (SPECT) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) represent attractive methods to quantifying pharmacokinetics. Unfortunately, several factors contribute to the uncertainty in activity assessment, including photon scattering and attenuation, as well as limitations imposed by detector efficiency and image resolution. However, the introduction of hybrid modality, SPECT/ CT and PET/CT, provides data concerning the density of the body and photon transport allowing the introduction of corrections for attenuation and scattering. The limited spatial resolution, (8-10 mm in SPECT and 5-6 mm in PET) resulted in large bias in the estimates of radioactivity concentration especially when imaging objects smaller 2-3 times the spatial resolution of the scanner, due to partial volume effect producing counting spill-over between different image regions because of the point spread function (PSF) of the system. In recent years, a great deal of work has gone into developing methods to compensate for the PSF both in SPECT and PET. Incorporation of PSF modelling in reconstruction algorithms (especially statistical methods) has been resulted in improvements in spatial resolution and noise (e.g. 15). Correction for PSF and partial volume effect is mandatory when voxel based dosimetry is used. Voxel dosimetry can be defined as the calculation of radiation absorbed at single voxel level (16) . These methods calculate the absorbed dose to each voxel, usually by convolution of quantitative images of the activity distribution with a dose point kernel, which accounts for the spatially variant energy deposition resulting from the range of the irradiation particles. Voxel-based dosimetry enables approximate estimation of various dosimetric parameters, which include mean dose, maximum dose, minimum dose, dose uniformity, dose conformity, and dose volume histograms in the tumor, and surrounding organs. Subsequently, radiobiological models can be used to correlate these dosimetric parameters to clinical outcome, in terms of tumor control probability and normal tissue complication probability. Voxel-byvoxel correction strategies to recover the true activity distribution have been implemented for PET imaging, whereas for SPECT there are yet not well established procedures.
Treatment planning for molecular TRT can be strongly improved also by incorporating transportbased computational techniques, like the Monte Carlo (MC) techniques capable of calculating patient-specific dose distributions using a set of computed tomography scans to describe the 3D patient anatomy, combined with 2D (gamma camera planar images) and/or 3D (PET or SPECT) to describe the time-dependent radiation source (17) (18) (19) . Different computational methods, based on actual patient anatomy and tissue composition as well as activity distributions, have been proposed with the aim of providing means for improving absorbed dose calculations in TRT applications. The objective consists in performing image fusion between patient-specific metabolic and anatomic data, thus attaining voxel-by-voxel representation of tissue and time-dependent activity. The emitted radiation, © 1996-2017 according to each radionuclide, is typically tracked in a voxel geometry defined from the morphological image acquired; whereas the assignment of specific tissue to each voxel is accomplished by means of dedicated CT calibrations providing tissue vs. Hounsfield index. Currently, the MC method is considered as the most accurate approach for the assessment of personalized dosimetry, demonstrating to be valid at human, tissue and cellular scales, based on the availability of imaging tools capable of accurately quantifying tissue density and activity distribution within the biological system (20) (21) (22) .
In the case of clinical TRT, a distribution of radiolabeled compound is typically evaluated at different post-administration times, following the injection of a limited amount of radiopharmaceutical, with the aim of assessing time-activity curves (organ or voxel level), which are further used to infer the cumulated activity. This information, even if not exactly co-registered in practice, serves as the emission probability distribution required to define virtual voxel sources of radiation in the MC simulation where interactions between radionuclide emissions and the tissue are modelled taking into account all the different materials crossed by the particle along its track. The evaluation of the cumulated activity is then used to simulate dose release to both tumor and normal tissues in TRT. This approach can be also applied to evaluate the impact of absorbed dose, when a radiolabeled compound is used for diagnostic purpose. Moreover, performing MC calculations on complex systems allows obtaining reference data required as input for semi-analytic models, like dose point kernels (23) (24) and S-values (25).
However, there are still some drawbacks to overcome. Although most of current MC codes accept the definition of volumes by means of "boundary representation", the tracking of the radioisotope emitted particles still may not be efficient enough (16, 20, 23) . Besides, each MC code has a definite maximum number of voxels that can be handled. As known, extremely fine sampling easily causes memory faults and it requires unreasonably long computational times. Moreover, MC as any other voxel-based computational method presents some practical limitations, because the requirement of a precise knowledge about cumulated activity demands sub-voxel precision in co-registration, which is not generally available. Furthermore, MC applications in TRT may require considerable computing resources, especially for extended geometries (whole body).
Advances for future implementation of MC techniques in routine clinics should be based on MC validation by means of different procedures including: different calculation approaches (i.e. different MC codes, different interaction models, different crosssections, etc.), different patient representations and different geometry definitions (voxel-based vs. mathematical organ definition), among others. It might be expected that with increasing development in technology and computing science during the next decades, the MC method shall be the more suitable option for real-time calculations of radiation transport in patient-specific TRT applications.
CURRENT CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Thyroid cancer
Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) is one of the first neoplasms where the concept of synergist approach of diagnostics and radionuclide therapy was applied. Radioiodine therapy was proven to be an effective treatment for DTC to selectively harm cells accumulating iodine (e.g. after surgery residual thyroid tissue as well as iodine-avid metastasis). b emissions from 131 I can be used for therapy while gamma rays, concomitantly emitted from the radionuclides, can be used to image cells accumulating the iodine. As mentioned above, pre-and/or peri-therapeutic 131 I images performed using a gamma camera or a SPECT/CT scanner are strongly suggested in order to assess patient-specific absorbed dose and to tailor the therapeutical activity for the highest therapeutical efficacy without exceeding accepted limits for bone marrow and whole-body retention (26) . Even if standard methodologies for calculation of absorbed dose using 131 I diagnostic imaging were provided and advanced methods including also MC simulation were proposed (27) , empirical evaluation of therapeutical 131 I dose is performed in many nuclear medicine centers (28) . This is mainly due to the simplicity and low costs of administering a fixed dose but could be explained also by the lack of studies showing significant impact of dosimetry in terms of the therapy outcome as well as by the debate of the impact of the diagnostic dose on the biokinetics of the therapeutical dose. In fact, since its first application, it was demonstrated an effect of reduction of therapeutic dose uptake of 131 I, when a pretherapy diagnostic dose is administered for dosimetric purposes. This effect, called "stunning effect", was assumed to be dependent from the radiation damage due to the diagnostic tracer dose. In order to avoid the "stunning effect", scintigraphy using 123 I was proposed for quantification of radioiodine uptake in the diagnostic phase, allowing for radiation dose planning optimization and for risk-benefit assessment with respect to other organ's irradiation. Physical characteristics of 123 I decay make this radioisotope a good candidate for imaging in scintigraphy (both in terms of gamma emission and in terms of count rate) with respect to 131 I (29). Furthermore no "stunning effect" was shown for 123 I, probably due to a low radiation burden with respect to 131 I (29) . Despite this its use for dosimetric assessment before radioiodine © 1996-2017 therapy is limited by a short half-life (13 h) with respect to 131 I and in its low sensitivity founded in particular for distant metastasis evaluation, preventing the complete assessment and definition of treatment planning (30) . 124 I-NaI was proposed as PET radiopharmaceutical to be used before treatment, for dosimetry and customization of radioiodine therapy in individual patients. In fact, 124 I has a half-life (4.2. d) similar to that 131 I (8.0.2 d) and using PET imaging a superior lesion detectability is guaranteed with respect to scintigraphy or SPECT/CT. Pre-therapy 124 I-NaI PET imaging was used for the estimation of dose for individual tumors subjected to subsequent radioiodine therapy. Capoccetti F et al. (2009) (31) performed individualized PET dosimetry in patients subjected to total thyroidectomy, which were referred to radioiodine therapy for ablation of thyroid remnant and treatment of metastasis. The authors conclude that 124 I-NaI PET is an effective diagnostic tool for pre-therapy assessment of the disease spread and of individualized treatment planning. Furthermore they showed that no stunning effect was present and that the personalization of the treatment guaranteed an excellent percentage of success of remnants ablation. 2016) (34) used 124 I-NaI PET imaging before and during initial radioiodine therapy, to evaluate treatment in patients with iodine-positive bone metastases, which results usually resistant to treatment with administration of a single standard dose. The pre-therapy PET data for dosimetry-guided 131 I activity and for prediction of the average administered dose, while follow-up 124 I-NaI PET were used to evaluate lesion-based therapy response. The authors found a high response rates corresponding to higher predicted administered doses, probably explaining the difficulty in achieving therapeutic efficacy for in bone metastasis when using a single standard dose.
Neuroendocrine tumours
Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are heterogeneous and rare neoplasms deriving from the neuroendocrine cell system with different localization and manifestation around the body, most frequently occurring in the gastrointestinal tract, pancreas and lungs. Biological studies have demonstrated that an overexpression of all five somatostatin receptors, in particular of SST2 receptors, is present in more than 80-90% of NETs, allowing these receptors as suitable targets for imaging and treatment. Radiolabeled somatostatin analogs were then developed for diagnostic imaging and also for peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT). Radioisotopes commonly used in PRRT are 111 In, 90 Y, 177 Lu and 213 Bi. Different radiopharmaceuticals labeled with these radioisotopes were used and clinical validation and treatment effectiveness were evaluated (e.g. [35] [36] . 111 In-DTPA-octreotide was the first radiopharmaceutical designed for PPRT in NETs. The advantage of using 111 In regards the availability of both emissions, Auger-electron and gamma rays, for TRT and SPECT or SPECT/CT imaging, respectively; designing a theranostics compound, hence. Even if performing diagnostic imaging with this compound in accordance with the European Association for Nuclear Medicine guarantee an overall accuracy of 88% in lesion detection (37) , its imaging potentials were not completely explored, both in terms of personalized pre-treatment dosimetry or therapy monitoring, no impacting tumor responses were measured, and the administered high doses of the compound resulted in bone marrow toxic effects (38) (39) .
Beta emitter
90 Y was then considered for labeling somatostatin analogues (e.g. (90Y-DOTA 0 , Tyr3)-octreotide). Different approaches were evaluated for individual dosimetry as well as for therapy monitoring (40) . In a theranostics approach using the same probe both for imaging and therapy, the potential of the different emissions of 90 Y were evaluated. Since 90 Y has a low electron-positron pair emission (0.0.03%), studies were dedicated to use it as radioisotope for PET imaging, in order to measure absorbed doses after each cycle of PRRT and to optimize the activity injected in the following cycle (40) . Also 90 Y bremsstrahlung SPECT images were considered for quantification of absorbed dose during therapy (41) .
Despite the advantages of using the same radiopharmaceutical, in current clinical practice, the most used approach developed for dosimetry and monitoring purposes involves the use of surrogate for quantitative evaluation of a radiopharmaceutical compound. In this approach, an imageable counterpart of the therapy radiopharmaceutical is used for dosimetric simulations under the hypothesis that a similar pharmacokinetics is provided by similar physical and biological half-lives. This is the case, for example when using gamma rays of 111 In, in the form of 111 In-DOTATOC radiophamaceutical, for diagnosis, therapy monitoring and dosimetric evaluation and beta emissions of 90 Y, using 90 Y -DOTATOC radiophamaceutical, for therapeutical purposes. The effectiveness of this approach may be sometimes © 1996-2017 controversial due to structural changes that affect the receptor binding affinity (42 (43) .
Despite this, the high impact of 68Ga PET imaging on clinical management of patient with NET tumor (e.g. 44) , due to the advantages of PET imaging vs SPECT images in terms of spatial resolution and quantification accuracy, stimulated the research on the use of approaches using PET imaging with 68 Ga (e.g. Standardized Uptake Value SUV or Ki), as surrogate methodology for treatment planning and therapy monitoring in 177 Lu-PRRT (45-46).
Hepatocellular carcinoma
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a common cause of worldwide mortality. Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is one of the standard locoregional treatments for HCC, whereas transarterial radioembolization (TARE) using β-emitting 90 Y has been developed as an alternative to TACE in recent years. Transarterial radioembolization (TARE) is a catheterbased procedure allowing delivering microspheres loaded with a radioactive isotope directly to the tumor using vascular systems supporting the tumor. Even if in this kind of radionuclide therapy there is not a biological entity as target for radiopharmaceutical, the target can be defined as the neoangiogenesis characterizing tumors. Microspheres, often loaded by 90 Y, travel through the vascular bed to the smallest arterial branches that supply blood to the neoplastic lesion and they remain trapped. Here, the radioactive isotope radiates selectively neoplastic mass, giving the highest dose to the tumor while preserving normal tissues. TARE is indicated for patients with unresectable, intermediate stage HCC and, according to available clinical studies, it represents a promising therapy treatment for primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) or for liver metastasis (47) .
TARE is an example of a therapeutical approach which necessarily requires the use of an associated imaging, in order to ensure the procedure to be carried out safely, performing correct treatment planning and monitoring.
From a technical point of view, patients eligible for TARE perform a diagnostic angiography (48) . Angiographic imaging using a catheter allows showing vascular anatomy and portal vein patency as well as evaluating embolization of the collateral vessels. From the same catheter, macroaggregates of albumin (MAA) labeled by 99m Tc are injected, which have diffusion in vascular systems, similar to that of microspheres. Using 99m Tc SPECT/CT, it is then possible to simulate and predict the distribution of the microspheres into the liver. This pre-treatment imaging procedure is of great impact both on the evaluation of presence of activity outside the liver and into the lung, avoiding the consensus to perform the treatment, and on the treatment planning and personalization.
Different interesting studies were dedicated to evaluation and quantification of pre-and post-therapy imaging in TARE. Lam MG et al, (2013) developed a dual tracer 99m Tc-MMA/ 99m Tc-SC fusion SPECT strategy as a physiology-based method for improving personalized activity planning (49) . Smits MLJ et al. explored the performance of 166 Ho-microspheres. These spheres are an alternative to 90 Y that can be imaged during treatment both using SPECT through 166 Ho gamma emission, and MR using paramagnetic properties of holmium. The authors showed that the advantages of using multimodal imaging allows in vivo dosimetry during treatment ensuring personalization of treatment as well as evaluation of inadequately treated tumors (50).
Prostate cancer
The use of TRT in prostate cancer (PCa) was promoted by the biological studies on prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), which is a transmembrane protein expressed in all types of prostatic tissue that was found overexpressed in 90-100% of prostate cancer lesions as well as in lymph nodes and metastasis from PCa. PSMA was then evaluated as target of interest for imaging and therapy in PCa. Different anti-PSMA probes, labeled with different radioisotopes, were developed both for imaging and radionuclide therapy, showing from moderate to high affinity for PSMA and anti-PSMA radiopharmacutical entered in routinary clinical diagnostic and therapeutical workup (51) . In recent years, research efforts were dedicated to the evaluation of theranostics probe allowing both diagnosis and therapy in PCa. Weineisen M et al (2015) (52) proposed a ( 68 Ga/ 177 Lu)PSMA-I&T compound that was optimized with respect to PSMA affinity and in vivo stability and that was tested in patients. ( 68 Ga)PSMA-I&T used as PET radiotracer showed an efficient detection of metastatic PCa and his therapeutical counterpart, the ( 177 Lu)PSMA-I&T, showed a promising treating efficiency both in clinical and in preclinical studies (52) (53) . Starting from these results, interesting in vitro and in vivo studies were carried out by Schottelius M et al (2015) using the same PSMA-I&T compound, labeled with 111 In to be imaged using SPECT/TC (53). This radiopharmaceutical was designed as complementary probe to ( 68 Ga/ 177 Lu) PSMA-I&T for radio-guided surgery.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant efforts were dedicated to advances in TRT involving different disciplines starting from molecular and cell biology, towards nuclear and medical physics and chemistry. One of the paradigms that guide researches on this field is the possibility of exploit tumor-specific targeting agents with theranostic role, enabling both to extract imaging biomarkers for both disease characterization and monitoring and to be used for therapy. In this view different efforts were made at different levels, from the evaluation of molecular targets to the synthesis of radiolabeled compounds and its evaluation in preclinical models. As presented in this short review, TRT applications for different oncological pathologies were developed and used in a clinical context promoting such a synergic approach combining diagnostic imaging and therapeutics. The fully exploitation of this theranostic paradigm is required to clearly show the advantages of TRT for treatment of oncological pathologies, and for a personalization of patient clinical workup. 
